
Number Bonds – Use your number bonds to fill in the missing numbers.5 more and 5 less

Try these calculations

Eg. 5 more than 10 is 15                                    

5 more than 5 is

5 more than 15 is 

5 more than 20 is

5 more than 35 is

5 more than 45 is

5 more than 50 is

5 more than 65 is

5 less than 15 is 10

5 less than 5 is

5 less than 15 is

5 less than 20 is

5 less than 35 is 

5 less than 45 is 

5 less than 50 is 

5 less than 65 is 

Addition and Subtraction

Try these calculations:

Eg. 5 + 3 = 8

0+4= 

12+6=

7+13=

36+8=

8+42=

61+5=

9+87=

9 – 4 = 5

11-0=

11-3=

32-5=

43-7=

65-8=

89-2=

91-9=

0+ __ = 10

2+ __ = 10

4 + __ = 10

6 + __ = 10

9 + __ = 10

10 + __ = 10

12 + ____ = 20

14 + ____ = 20

7 + ____ = 20

2+ ____ = 20

10 + ____ = 20

16 + ____ = 20

Addition and Subtraction Word Problems

Write the number sentence for each one e.g. 7 + 3 = 10 and draw your number lines. Watch out! 

Read carefully! Which way do you jump for addition? Which way do you jump for subtraction?

1. Mum had 8 scarves, but she gave 5 away. How many does she have now?

2. I had 12 toy boats, but my brother gave me 3 more yesterday. How many do I 

have now?

3. Dad had 14 apples, he gave 5 apples to mum and 8 apples to me and my friend. 

How many does he have left?

4. There are 12 boys and 9 girls in a class. How many more boys are there than 

girls?

5. Sally had 13 pink shells and 7 blue shells. How many does she have altogether?



Number Bonds – Use your number bonds to fill in the missing numbers.5 more and 5 less

Try these calculations

Eg. 5 more than 10 is 15                                    

5 more than 5 is 10

5 more than 15 is 20

5 more than 20 is 25

5 more than 35 is 40

5 more than 45 is 50

5 more than 50 is 55

5 more than 65 is 70

5 less than 15 is 10

5 less than 5 is 0

5 less than 15 is 10

5 less than 20 is 15

5 less than 35 is 30

5 less than 45 is 40

5 less than 50 is 45

5 less than 65 is 60

Addition and Subtraction

Try these calculations:

Eg. 5 + 3 = 8

0+4=4

12+6=18

7+13=20

36+8=44

8+42=50

61+5=66

9+87=86

9 – 4 = 5

11-0=11

11-3=8

32-5=27

43-7=36

65-8=57

89-2=87

91-9=82

Addition and Subtraction Word Problems

Write the number sentence for each one e.g. 7 + 3 = 10 and draw your number lines. Watch out! 

Read carefully! Which way do you jump for addition? Which way do you jump for subtraction?

1. Mum had 8 scarves, but she gave 5 away. How many does she have now? 8-5=3

2. I had 12 toy boats, but my brother gave me 3 more yesterday. How many do I 

have now? 12+3=15

3. Dad had 14 apples, he gave 5 apples to mum and 8 apples to me and my friend. 

How many does he have left? 14-8-5=1

4. There are 12 boys and 9 girls in a class. How many more boys are there than 

girls? 12-9=3

5. Sally had 13 pink shells and 7 blue shells. How many does she have altogether? 
13+7=20

0+ _10_ = 10

2+ _8_ = 10

4 + _6_ = 10

6 + _4_ = 10

9 + _1_ = 10

10 + _0_ = 10

12 + __8__ = 20

14 + __6__ = 20

7 + __13__ = 20

2+ _18__ = 20

10 + __10__ = 20

16 + __4__ = 20



Time – Keep practising

Quarter past 11: Quarter to 11:

What time is it?

Measure - Let’s learn about capacity and volume

Capacity is how much you can fit and volume is how we measure 

liquids. Can you experiment how many tablespoons you need to fill 

a jug 100ml full? Draw a picture showing a glass –full, empty and 

half-full. Keep experimenting until you know these basics.

Multiplication

Keep practising counting in 2s, 5s and 10s.

Can you write out the ten times table?  Then learn it by heart and ask 

your grown up to test you by asking questions. 

e.g What is 5 times 10?    What is 9 x 10?

How quickly can you answer each question? Do have to say the table 

to find the answer or do you know the answer straight away? Were 

you faster than last time?

Remember to log into Education City and Bug Club to complete your online learning!

Want to do even more?

Please browse the KS1 section in Espresso for more fun videos and activities around 

our learning.  

Espresso has a lot of facts about our Queen and her job. You could find out what she 

does each day.

Watch Miss Walters teaching phonics on YouTube and keep practising your phonics 

lessons with her at: https://www.youtube.com/user/NLWalters1

https://www.youtube.com/user/NLWalters1




Make sure you check your learning for full stops, capital 

letters and finger spaces. Is your writing neat?

English 

Here are some reminders about writing 

instructions. 

Write a number for each instruction e.g.

1.

2.

Use a ‘bossy’ word in each instruction e.g. 

cut     stick     put    fold

You could use time words e.g. First,   Next,

Then,   Finally,

History

What does the Queen do each day?

Copy the work into your book or write on this sheet.



Handwriting – Copy the sentences carefully.

Now, it is the month of May.

_________________________________________

May has thirty-one days.

_________________________________________

Will it be sunny or rainy?

_________________________________________

Have you heard the birds singing?

__________________________________________

Science
Do you know the parts of your face?  Draw a face in your book and 

put on all the features and label them. 

nose mouth  ears  eyes   eyebrows

lips  cheeks chin  forehead








